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LIGHT ON THE MEXICAN
WATER TREATY FROM
THE RATIFICATION
PROCEEDINGS IN MEXICO
By Northcutt Ely, Washington, D. C,)

INTRODUCTION
This report, prepared for the
Colorado River Water Users' Association, deals with the ratification
of the Mexican- United
States
Water Treaty by the Mexican
Government,
submits a comparison,
of the
conflicting analyses and interpretations officially offered
by the
Mexican and American
negotiators, to their respective Senates, all
with particular reference to the
Colorado River, and submits certain
conclusions and recommendations.
The Mexican Water
Treaty must be kept in proper perspective,
It has been ratified
by both Governments, It is the law of the land
and presumably will remain so. From this
point on it matters little
whether we opposed or
supported the ratification of the
of the Colorado BasinStates
treaty. All
now have a common
interest in protectthe
interests of the basin in the
ing
interpretation and administration
of the treaty, with
complete fairness to Mexico.
The treaty is both an international
contract and a domestic statute.
As a contract, it must and will
be fully performed. It isa
first
mortgage on the waters of the Colorado River
As
a domestil)
system.
statute, it operates in
many ways that do not concern Mexico at
or \tre of
only incidental interest to her, as her own resolution all,
of
ratification

specifically demonstrates.

The treaty, both as an international
mortgage and a domestic
statute, becomes of firstrank importance in the
formulation of the
comprehensiVe plan for the development ,of the Colorado
Comprehensivil planning for the Colorado Basin' s water River.
utilization
cannot safely proceed until the
weight of this mortliage and the meaning of this domestic statute, collectively
the treaty, are
more
definitely ascertained. If evidence ofconstitutmg
that necessity were needed,
the ratification
proceedings in Mexico, discussed in this report,
amply
provide it.
Anyone who examines the Mexican proceedings will come
away with
sober respect for the caliber of the
Mexican negotiators and what
they
believe they h~ve
lished for
ir country. This is not to s~
accoml.'
th,!
that the MeXIcan
y
were
negotIators
nght and ours ' were
m
reporting what the treaty accomplished, but, as the conflictwrong,
in these
pages shows, they could not both be
hL. " "
ri.&:
Whatever may be done toward
the opposing
interpretac
tions of the treaty as a, contract, itclarIfying
SMms clear that the
uncertainties
of this document ,as a
domestic, statute,
American works by American officials who governing the ' operation of
remain subject to American
1
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constitutional and statutory controls and processes, can properly
be resolved by domestic legislation without injuring Mexico. Such
legislation is, III fact, imperative. '

N.,

r

I. SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN MEXICO

fj
C;;.

1. RELEASE
l

OF

TEXT

OF

TREATY

IN

MEXICO

fil'St
On April 20, 1945, the Mexican , Government for the
time
released the text of the treaty, protocol, and American reservations
This was 2 days after the American Senate
to the Mexican public.
had approved ratification, with 11 reservatiohs. Prior to thllt time,
there had been considerable discussion of the treaty in the Mexican
variou's
Explanatory statements by
press, but no releaSe of its terms.
officials were released along with the treaty text.
2. "

ROUND TABLE"

PROCEEDINGS

The Mexican Senllte did not meet until September 1945, However,
31, 1945, the Oommittees on Foreign Rcllltions of
the Mexican Senate ( there are two of these committees) held; a series
of " round tab] e" hearings or discussions, which were reported quite
fully in the Mexican press, including El N acional, an official GovernThese hearings were
ment publication.
strictly speaking, prO"
not,.
ceedings of the Senate or of its committees, but were meetings of
interested Senators" under the auspices of the two ' com:init ees.
Nevertheless, for reasons stated later, these proceedings became, and
may properly be regarded 88, part of the legislative history of ,the
145.
treaty in Mexico. They were concluded on September 13, 1{

commencing July

8.

CHARACTER

OF

DlSCUSStONS
i

proceedings in Mexico were conducted upon ,II high level of
IIbility, both by the proponents and opponents of the treMy. A
reading of them adds professional respect to that which these lawyers
and engineers had already earned as shrewd negotilltors on behalf of
their country, Unfortunately, the text is not available in official
form. While it was stilted that II " memorill" contllining the official
Mexiclln presentation would be printed, together with the stenographic transcript, this has not bee.n done, so far as can be ascertained.
The

The present report is based
4,

on

newspaper accounts.

ISSUE OF CONSTITUTIONALITY

UNDER

MEXICAN

LAW

serious doubts were expressed about the constitutionality of
aus,e of t~e exp~ess
prohibi~ion in ai'ticle27 of the
reatJ: :> be<:
MeXlcan vonstItutIOnagamst' ahenatIon of SIther land or water under
Mexican dominion, and the frank admission of the Mexican witnesses
that this treaty was an exchange of 375, 000 acre, feet on the Rio
Grande for 1, 500 000 acre- feet on the Oo] orado.' Some proponents of
the treaty conceded that its ratification might require amendment of
the Mexican Oonstitution. " '

Very

1
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l

I
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WATERS OF THE COLORADO FOR
THOSE OF THE
RIO

N

8

GRANDE

Contrary

to assurances
given the American Senate that in
negothe treaty each river was
considered
and did not
represent a trade of Colorado River water separately
given to Mexioo at the
expense of the Colorado Basin States, in
for water given
exchange
Texas, the Mexican negotiators
frankly said that Mexico was getting
water in her own
right on the Colorado by paying for it with waters
of the Rio Grande ( Cardona, E]
Naciona], August 2, 1945).
cited the Ollendorff doctrine: .
They

tiating

If you take ellre of

Grande, and vice
6.

me on

verBa (

the Colorado, I will take
care of you
3, 1945).

Enriquez, Excelsior, August

INTERPRETATION

OF THE

on

the

Rio

AMERICAN RESERVATIONS

The meaning of the American
reservations was not considered
the Mexican witnesses to be
by
very clear, but the proponents of the
treaty said that it would be better to
clarify them by an
of
notes than by Mexican
reservations, which would have toexchange
go back to'
the American Senate, where thc
treaty would not find as favorable a
climate as that which
hadprevai. ] ed when the treaty was, ratified.
7,

DISCUSSION OF HISTORICAL BAOKGROUND

It ~as stated in the Mexican
that the present
treaty had
been proposed by Mexico, not hearings
by the United States, in early 1941,
in very much the SRIlle form as
that in which it was
finally signed
Enriquez, EXCelsior, August 4, 1945), and that the text of
the
treaty had been agreed upon in Spanish, then translated into present
Eng]ish
Martinez de A] ba, E] Universal,
September 6, 1945). Between March
27, 1942, and
February 16, 1943, Mexico sent four notes
defining the
problems to be solved ( Enriquez, Exce] sior,
4, 1945).
August
At one
of
the
stage
negotiations, Mexico demanded 2, 000, 000 acre- feet of
Colorado River water, but offered to
pay for the regulatory works in
quantities of water instead of money ( id,).
8.

DISCUSSION

OF

ARBITRATION

The Mexican
testimony Was that the treaty negotiations were
in 1940 by a
drought on the Rio Grande. Mexico and prethe
United States were said to have
exchanged notes during this period
at the rate of one
20
every
days. It was stated that the Mexicans
brought on the treaty negotiations by
threatening arbitration; but the
arbitration demanded
apparently related to the RIO Grande ( Enriquez,
Exce] sior, August 4, 1945).
All this diplomatic
background should be published, together with
the minutes of the
negotiations themselves.

cipitated

9.

THE

DOCTRINE OF "

UNITY

OF

THE

RIVER"

The official argument for the
ico was based on the
treaty in
Me;<
doctrine of the unity of the river;
that the seven American
namely,
States of the Colorado River Basin, in.
the Colorado River
compact,
had abandoned the doctrine of
priority of use, or an

apportionment

J_", .

f. ..'
j
J

c,

1
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based on the contribution of water by each State to the ri ver, and had
substituted a doctrine of equitable apportionment, It was said that
States
a principle which is right and proper for the seven American
and TelTitory of Lower
of
Sonora
State
the
Mexican
to
to
apply
ought
California. The argument is implied, if not expressed, that the
treaty is founded upon the Santa Fe compact. Ing. Orive Alba
S. Doc. 98; p. 16) says that Mexico' s 1, 500, 000 acre- feet is included
in the .difference between the 16, 000, 000 acre- feet allocatlld by the
the
compact and the 17, 850, 000 acre- feet which he says comprised
Mexican
allocathat
the
This
inference
stream.
the
virgin flow of
tion, although guaranteed, is a part of the surplus or excess of the
flow over and above the compact allocations may have considerable

l'
V'
i. .'.

0..",.
r;:..,....',.......,.,.....-::.'..'...,.-;....-

importance.
10.

COMMITTEE REPORTS

27, 1945, the two .committees submitted a formal
the arguments.
report to the Mexican Senate, r~citing and discussing
ratificaand
table
recommending
in
the
roundproceedings,
presented
tion of the treaty, On the same day this report was approved the.
transcript of the round-table proceedings was' ordered printed in the
Diario de los Debates ( the Mexican equivalent of the Congressional
Record), and a draft of decree promu] gatingthe treaty
wasap' roved
since
by the Senate, ( The Diario, however, has nO.t been published
of ratification
Mexican President signed the in;strument
1942.)

On

September

The

j
N

was ordered. (
Nott!below
omissions in the Mexican resolution of ratification.)

October 16 and exchange of ratifications
the

interesting

11.

FORM

OF THE

MEXICAN

RATIFICATION

The reso] ution~ f the Mexican Senate on September 27, 1945,
which approved the treaty, specifically accepted the Amer; calj reserthat, as to the American reservations ( a), ( b), and ( c);
cept
vations, e:>..
of ratification says:
resolution
Mexican
the
becausei. t is not competent, to
The Mexican Senate refrains from
to the inte~ al
judgment upon them, the provisions which relate exclusively
America and 'by its own
application of the treaty within the United' States of
authorities, and which are included in the understandings set fortll under "the
the words, " It is underletter ( a) in its first part down to the period preceding
994, p, 06,)
Series
See
b)
and
(
0).
(
letters
(
the
Treaty
nnder
and
stood"

j

r

cpnsidering,

pass

J

The rather interesting restriction so placed on reservation ( a).
results in omitting any ' agreement by Mexico that the works to be
built by the United States are only the eight projects named in
reservation ( a). The other two reservations singled out, (b) subject
ses, and
American officers to American statutory controls and proc'e.~
alter or control the distribution of water to users within the telTitorial
limits of the United States. .
In short, Mexico says she doesn' t have to agree to those.reservations
because they are none of her business; but whether they are her busito them and is
ness or not, the fact remains that she has not agreed
insisted
of
ratification
resolution
American
them.
The
not bound by
thaj;---,
oM
convey: these understandings will be mentioned in the ratification of this treatY_
form a part of the treaty.
ing the true meaning of the treaty, and 'will in effect

T,<~:

0'

L;:

lid

i~
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The Mexioan resolution specifically makes a
point of " failing to
mention" (" hace punto omiso") some of these
understandings,
Ratifications were nevertheless exchanged between the two nations
November 8, 1945, as noted below.
12.

EXCHANGE OF RATIFICATIONS

The

exchange of ratifications between the two Governments in
Washington, November 8, 1945, was evidenced by signature of a.
supplementary protocol, and the treaty entered into force on that

date. President Truman
signed
November 27, 1945. .
18.

DEEP

a

proclamation . to

that effect

on

DIFFERENCES DISCLOSED

The Mexican proceedings revell,]differences from the account
given
the American Senate by the American
proponents of this treaty with
to
the
Colorado River, in three broad cate~ories: .
respect
First, As to the assumptions,
legal and engineerrng, on which .the
treaty was based. .
Second. In the interpretation of the liocument
signed.
Third. As to factors on which the
treaty is silent. .
These differences, so deep in some instances as to indicate
that
there was no real meeting of the minds on some of the
factors
basil;
of the treaty, insofar as the Colorado is concerned, are
discussed
below. .

II. CONFLICTING ASSUMPTIONS UPON WHICH THE TREATY
WAS !,JASED
The argument in both countries raised the
drew the following official answers:
1.

i

j

AS

TO

THE

IRRIGABLE

AREA

following questions,
IN

and

MEXICO

Tke Q,8sumptions
oj tke American negotiators.- Mr. Lawson, Amerimember of the Boundary and Water Commission, and one of the
negotiators, testified ( hearings, pt. 1, pp, 77- 78):
can

In the Mexicali Valley, also, there is
opportunity for great expansion
in the future. Estimates of the areas in Mexico
readily irrigable from the
River
from
COlqrado
800, 000 to 1, 000,000 acres.
vary

Part 1, page 83:
The CHAIRMAN. If I understand you
correctly, you mean that under pre$ent
conditions the water has to be released in the river, and it
goes down into Mexico,
and without any treaty it is .appropriated to
increasing the irrigable territory
there and that if the treaty goes into effect she would be limited
to 1, 500,000
acre- feet in the future, but if not she could continue toand increase her
develop
acreage over a larger territory and have a basis in the future for a claim that she
had B.fJguired water rights by prior use, and that that would be
embarrassing to
the Umted States.
Is that about your testimony? .
Mr. LAWSON. Yes; Senator.
If they are using; as we can assume
they are, or
if they are irrigating today something like 300,000 acres,
they can, with the water
supply being furnished, develop about three times that amount, because they have
about 800,000 acres of irrigable land in that
valley. The water supply is now
available for their use.
The treaty limits ,them to less water than
they used last
year3 however.
S. Doc. 249, 79- 2-

1",

2

0' ~.'

i
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The assumptions oj .the Mexican negotiators.- Now for one (If
th\:l
Mexican negotiators, lng, Adolfo Orive Alba, Ohairman of the National Irrigation Commission, corresponding to our Commissioner ofRec] amation( with the difference that our Oommissioner Bashore.
testified that he was not consulted until after the treaty was signed).
lng. Orive A]ba said, in a formal statement printed August 1, 1945:

N.. .......

g.....:,:
i\.:~: .~<~.. '.' .,...... '. ..'
Co"

Now then, before negotiating the treaty a precise estimate was ID.ade of the
net area in Mexican territory irrigable with water from the
Colora.do River
under economically practicable conditions,
Accordingly, this estim,ate foUnd

that there
to a Qros8

was

an area of 200,000
of 800,000 hectares.

net

irrigable hectares ( 4-94, 200

This gross

acres):

equivalent

0 ,

of 300,000 hectares ( 741, 300
acres) is less than that estimated as irrigable by our
engineers during the international conferences. of 1929 to which we referred at the beginning of this report.
The difference between these two estimates is that in the latter, great areas, considered in the estimate of 1929, are eliminated as being useless for agricultural
operations due to the large amount of salts that the lands contain. FOT. example,
the basin of.the Laguna Salada and the lands adjacent to the Gulf were elimina.ted.
There were also eliminated some other areas of Jands of poor quality where heavy
pumping would be required. [ Italics supplied.]
area

area

assum:('
tionsas to irrigable
Oomparison oj the American and Mexican
From the foregoing official testimony, It is clear that the
American negotiators were completely misinformed as to the area of
irrigab] e land in Mexico. The Americans thought Mexico had at
least 800, 000 acres; the Mexicans knew that their net irrigable area
was 494, 200 acres..
This discrepancy as to potential uses should be
in considering the next and similar misunderstanding
borne
in'mind

acreage.-

as

to

2.

past

uses.

AS TO THE LAND AND WATER ALREADY PUT TO USE IN MEXICO

The assumptions oj the AmeriCan negotiators.- Mr. Lowry, one of
the State Department witnesses, said succinctly what some of his
associates said in more detail (hearings, pt. 1, pp. 241, 242): '
Let

make

please, Mexico' s use in .recent years has'
feet.annually, and tnat is increasing. * * *
Another ,thing I want to point out about this chart is that as, the
United States expands it will be allowed under this trerty to cut into the 8upply
now being used by Mexico to the extent of 300,000 acre-feet, cutting Mexico back to
1, 600, 000 acre-feet. That is the ultimate figure. [ Emphasis supplied.]
me

one more

ap~ roximated 1, 800, 000

statement,

1;'

acre-

The Foreign Relations Committee of the United States ' Senate
accepted tbese representations. Its report ( Ex. Rept. 2, 79th Cong.,
1st sess., February 26, 1945) said ( p. 4):
Mexico,

on

the other hand, is.

year, and in the meantime

now

using apprpximately

1,

8QO, 000

acrefeet 8:

8,000, 000 or 9,000,000 acre- feet of water flows
through Mexican territory and wastes unused into the Gulf of Califorpia. The
testimony is that it will be many years hence before this water can all' be put to
beneficial use in the United States.
If and when that time arrives, present Mexican UBes must be curtailed.
Thus, by placing for all time ,8 limit, measurably
below pres.ent Mexican diversions, upon the obligation of the United States.,to
supply Colorado River water to. Mexico, the treaty provides. needed assurance
to American agencies and communities in planning future develop~ ents.
some

The assumptions oj the Mexican negotiators.- Butlng, AdolfoOrive
Alba, whom we have previously introduced, reporting to the Mexican
Senate, compared the amount of water Mexico was previously using,
and the amount she would use under the treaty as follows: .
By means of' the treaty the critically fortuitous' condition of the crops of
120, 000 hectares. ( 296, 500 acres) farmed at present is eliminated ( area ' timea
1..1 feet= 1, 215, 6/JO acre-feet present annual use; se.e explanation infra).

F':~
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The treaty permits of
that can be cultivated

increasing the cultivated

area

7
to the total of

the area
economically, that iSJ to 200, 000 net hectares (
494, 200
Emphasi.s, and caloulation in
added.}
parentnesesJ ,
As to future uses, he
says in more detail:
Now then for the
irrigation of the net 200, 000 hectares (
ance with the
1,94, 200 acres), in accordcoefficient of irrigation observed as an
ment of llgr!cultural
average since the commence~
work in the Mexicali
volume of 2, 500, 000, 000
Valley ( 1.25 meters or 4. 1 feet), a
cubic meters ( 2, 026, 700 acreTbis voiume can be
feet) would be needed.
obtained
with
the
amount guaranteed
1, 850, 000, 000 cubic
by the treaty of
meters (1, 500, 000 acre- feet) in
the minimum yea.IS' or
000, 000 ( 1, 700, 000
acre- feet) in the
2J097,majority of the years plus the water teat
pumped from wells- similar to those
is
existing on the. laguna- which will more
than supply the
between the
deficiency
quantity required and the
guaranteed by the
treaty.
quantity
If the coefficient of
in Mexicali
irrigation
it will be
should be increased
Valley
to
necessary
make a greater Use of the
notably,
which exists 'in the subsoil of
abundant ( freaticas) water
Mexicali Valley. If, on the
by a greater ppeparation of our
as,We
hope,
farmers the coefficient of contrary,
it will be
practically possibte to irrigate the whote of the 200, 000irrigation diminishes,
acres)
net
hectares ( 494, 200existing. with the votume guaranteed by the
treaty. [ Emphasis supplied.)
Oomparison oj the American and Mexican
and water
assumptions as to land
already put to use in Mexico.American negotiators,' for some reason, It is a very plain that the
were convinced that
was
Mexico
already using 1, 800, 000 acre- feet of water from
the river, and that
this use was
hence
that a limitation of 1, 500,
increasing;
000 acre- feet
was a
good bargain. But the Mexicans knew
that they were
not over 1, 216, 000
using
acre- feet, that
they were iITigating only 296,
acres; that the
000
meant
treaty
an expansion in
irrigated area to 494, 000
acres, an increase of
67 percent, instead of a
decrease as claimed by the
American negotiators; and that the
treaty, of course, would bring a like
increase in the
quantity of water used, from 1, 216, 000 acre-feet to
least 1, 500, 000, and not a
lLt
decrease of 300, 000 acre- feet as
With continued
claimed.
pumping, the Mexicans stated their
expectation of
realizing over. 2, 000, 000 acre-feet, compared
with 1, 216, 000 acre- feet
produced by all methods,
pumping, prior to the treaty.
These comparisons are including
the background for the
next and
most basic of the
conflicting assumptions which guided the probably
two sets
negotiators. .
acres). [

8,

AS. TO QUANTITY OF
WATER WHICH MEXICO
COULD PUT TO USE

WITHOUT A TREATY

Here we get into three or
four related
hypotheses such as:
how much water an
arbitrl1tion tribunal might award Mexico; First,
whether she could
second,
get along without storage and
diversion works on
American soil; and, third, whether
an arbit,ration court.
her the use of those
would award
American works, The
reports on these points
given by the two " ets of officials to
their respective Senates ran
follows:
as

I'
heas8umptions
of the American negotiators,- The Under
of State, Hon,
Dean Acheson, testified as
Secretary
follows ( hearings,
p. 1766): .
pt. 5;
Senator DOWNEY. All
right, Mr.

Secretary. Let me then take up another
statement a certain
It is only four or five
you.
understanding, which I Will read to
lines. You
IIToday some 8, 000, 000. acre-feet a say:
year of this water' are
Mexican territory. There is
wasting through
nothing to stop Mexico' s using more
this water as time
and more of
goes on." .
subject. ,
You

assume in your

.

J

f:

p',,,,,
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j
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reservom in the
could not, py the use of our dams and
water? _ :.
that
from
Mexico
using
Qnited States, prevent
Tho facts of the mat~er, a~ I
Mr. ACHESON. I am not an engineering expert.
in
the neighborhood of 25. to
take
somewhere
understand them, are that it will
Whether
all'these waters will be put to use.
before
States
United
in
the
40 years
not know, of
or to the Mississippi I do
Ocean
Pacific
the
to
they can be diverted
Are you su,re that

we

course.

is it not the basis of your entire argument
Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Secretary,
ment, that the reason this treaty is imperative
here, and that of the State Depart.
cannot pre_water going down to Mexico that we
is that there is a great volume of
m:uch
greater use,
it she builds up a
and
using
for
by
irrigation,
from
using
vent her

rights? . '

imperiling
that I made.
Mr. ACHESON. That is the statement
our

thus

Mr.

pt.

Tipton,

one

of the American

3, p, 1065):

Senator WILEY. You take the
of the
you feel that the rights

negotiators, testified (hearings,.

I understand, that without any treaty
would be
of water in the United States.

position,
users

prejudiced? .'

sir. ,
Mr. TIPTON. Very definitely so; yes,
that primarily upon _the idea that -Mexican
Senator WILEY. And you base
claim
that would be a ' basis for an equitable
civilization might build up a use
River in the future? '
the
Colorado
of
against the water supply
Not " might," but llwouklH
Mr. TIPTON. Defimtely; with one qualification.
sir, about that.
mind,
in
no
is
my
q\lestion
build up such a -use. T.here
whether or not the water of the
Senator WILEY.. That would depend upon
Mexico, would it not?
Colorado were made available for
the
is being made available unavoidably, by
water
The_
No.
TIPTON.
Mr.
Mexico can divert and use tijat wflter
States.
United
in
the
works
show.
operation of
facilities, which I shall subsequently
without the use of United States
of
them?
'
use
the
WILEY. Without

Senator

tv! r. TIPTON. Yes, sir. .

the motivation
point, Mr. Tipton sunrmed up 951):, . . .
3,
p.
treaty concisely, as follows ( hearings, pt.
for Mexico

At another

of the

to build
at this time
It is entirely feasible and practicable
he upper boundary liIie
an territory, just below t,
in
~
he,
Mexi('acting
a river bank
and from such
below the present Rockwood structure,
only a few hundred yards
now supplied from the Rockwood
lands
the
all,
of
heading- to irrigate by gravity and
to irrigate
by extensions of the oanal system,
heading in the pnited St~tes
At the
on both sides of the river.
Mexicali
Valley
in
the
practically all the lands
from the Alamo
areas
small
rtain,
by
pumping
c~
new all~Mexican
rresent time} Mexico is watering
have to be oontinued with the
Can~ l. Sucn pumping would
small areas would have to be suppljed by _pumping
other
certain
and
heading
direct from the river as is the present practice.
eIther from the canal system or
Mexico can divert from the lower ..Colorado
that
the
on
is
point
The above
in
sufficieJ1t quantity to irrigate' a mUch larger
water
River in' her own territory
when the entire river
was
as
proved in 1905 and 1906
area than now irrigated
river bank and since that date' only pre~
in
the
a
out
flow was discharged through
an elaborate system of levees.
vented from overflowing these lands by
times the treaty allooation in,the lower
With the large surplus disch:arge of many
yeflf, s in; the
be avaiJable to Mexico for many
to
certain
most
River
Colorado
use is certainly not limited.
and
sdiversion
Mexico'
future,

Again ( pt,

4, p. 1332):

Mexico will continlIe

that
16. If the treaty is not ratified it appears probable
a gravity' diversion
a possibility ,that she may provide
with
uses,
her
to increase
a dam, across the river; and, that
without
boundary
the
below
upper
immediately ,
increased she will ask that the problem be
after her uses have substantially
If the "conAmerican
Pan~
Republics Arbitration Treaty. .be :rnore arbitrated under the
well
could
"
arbitration
un...
the
results
oJ
the
troversy were arbitrated,
those of California, than: are
favorable to the United States interests, including
but
would the quantity of water. be involved,
the terms of the treaty. Not oniy
to- salt and silt, could" be ;raised by
with
both
respect
of
quality,
the question
are resolved by the treaty,
Mexico. It is believed that those questions

y
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In short, the American treatypropon~nts thought that the United
States had to have a Colorado River treaty, but that Mexico did. not,
and we were fortunate to obtain this one. Now let us see what the
Mexican negotiators' told their Senate on the same subject:
The a8sumptions of the Mexican negotiators.- Ing. Fernandez Mac,
Gregor, MeXlcan member of the International Boundary and Water
Commission, and opposite number of oJlrMr. Lawson, issued a prepared statement answering a critic of the treaty, saying:
Of the opponents Lie. Man. anora del Campo was the only one who did not
limit himself to showing that Mexico has an undeniable right to the waters of
the Colorado River ( a thing in which we are entirely in, accord with him) but
went further to fix a quantity of this right in the annual volume of 2, 380, 000
acre- feet ( 2, 937, 000, 000 cubic meters).
To make plain to Lie. Man. anera del Campo that the volume of Colorado
River water assigned to Mexico by the treaty, and which as a minimum is
1, 850,234, 000 cubic' meters per year, has muoh more value for our country than
that whioh he calculates, the National Irrigation Commission, at my request,
had prepared a graph to which Lie. Enriquez referred briefly, but due to the pres~
sure of time, it was not possible for me to explain.
In this I have shown the
nual discharge ( gastos) from this stream in the form in which _
llJ?
the same would
month by month and year by year if the regulatory works constructed in
American territory did not exist.
This graph shows clearly that in the irregular
form in which the flows would occur, Mexico, instead of receiving ' benefits would
repeatedly sustain damage; as a rule when the water was available, ,it would descend
in veritable floods which would destroy everything; and on other occasions in the
months of the greatest scarcity and the greatest necessity, the channel would be dry.
Instead, the waters that Mexico will receive in accordance with the treaty
will be received regulated by the American works, and at the appropriate time for'
their application to the lands.
For this purpose there is established' in the treaty,
procedure by meaps of which the Mexican section of the International Boundary
and Water Oommission will present each ' year, in advance, to the American
section of the same Commission monthly tables for delivery of the water which
our lands are going to need for the
following yeAr; and, what is more, there is a
stipulation that thes~ tables can be varied 20 percent, plus. or minus, 30 days
in advance, in the event that .the forecasts that shall have been made. are no-~
occur

exact. * * '*

In the

same graph to which I referred it is shown clearly that even supposing that
single drop' of water of the Colorado River were retained in American territory, the
irregular form in wMch the discharge would arrive in aUf country would not permit any
fmportant area of I,and to be irrigatedj. tha t is to say, supposing that there is accepted
as correot the conclusion to whioh Lie. Manzanera del Campo arrives, not only
would we be unable to increase our 1' rrigation system on the Colorado River t'n Lower
ound figures, as we are going to_do
California and Sonora up to ?JOO 000 hectares in ?,:
when the treaty enters into effect, but probably the area already irrigated would have to
ill * * . '
be reduced considerably.
I make the above statements as It. Mexican, as a public officer conscious of my
duty, having had the good fortWle ( after having dedicated 21 years of my life to
the study of this problem) to have the honor to sign the treaty of"
February 3,
1944, together with Dr, Francisco Castillo Najera, present Secretary of Foreign
Relations. a treaty which, in my opinion, constitutes a prime example of what
two friendly countries can do when with all good will and understanding they sit
down at the conference table to resolve .their problems. The Treaty- resolves in
11 satisfactory and equitable form the problem that confronts the two Governments on their international rivers ( EI Naoional, September 23, 1945). [ Emphasis
supplied. ]

not

I

a

Lie. Ernesto Enriquez, an eminent Mexican. authority
national law, who participated in the negotiations, testified:

on

inter-

6. In practicel the treaty not' only is convenient, but "is indispensable to us.
The United States of America can get along_
witho'J1.t it; our country cannot.
Moreover, the favorable result of a
of arbitration that Mexico might win 'would not
judg?nent
thro'U,gh this internationa~ instrument.
give in the end results as good as thOS'e obtained
7. If the treaty were not ratified, It wouJq be almost impossible to hope that for
many years we would be able to negotiate another; and in this the matter of time
has I1Iways been adverse to us ( Excelsior, August 2, 1945), [
Emphasis supp~ied. 1

vi
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At another point, Lie. Em;
iquez
paper of the Mexican Government

L~r:
r..

r

r'-'
.

A

Judgment

reported by the offieiaInews-!
follows: '

was
as

in arbitration,

saip Enriquez, on treating this aspect of the
give to Mexioo the advantages that she obtains ~ th the agree~
water
treaty now signed. The arbitrator only has JacuUie. to declare
what quantity oj
water would belong to Mexico and to
the United States,
respectively. He never would
be able to determine what works
ought to be built in the limitrophe sections of the
rivers, with the object of
obtaining a better use of the :flow. Enriquez stated: his
opinion that possibly with respect to the Colorado there would.
be
ed to Mexico
concef],
an award
than
that which the present
greater
treaty assigns to her, but that
would have to be received in accord with
gU(lnti y
natural low
:/
conditions of the rifler.
Mexico
could not pretend to use without
compensation of any 80rt the costly work8
jor manage_
ment and regulation made in the
United States. Consequently" if' our
country did
get more water, it would receive it not in the months
of low stage of the river, but
divided according' to the natural
ment, would not

flow of the river, and therefore in ,the
summer,
which is when water 18
really most valuable for irrigation~ its portion would be
much less than that which it can have
available in accoraance with the tre_
wluch permits it to demand the water in
aty,
greater quantity, acoording_to its neceB~
sities in the months of greatest
consumptio.n ( EI N acional, August' 7, 1945).

Emphasis supplied.]
The saPle official newspaper
reports the following exchange between
the ehairPlan of the cOPlmittee, Lie.
Garcia de Alba and pne of the
opponents, Lie. Manzanera del Oampo ( EI Nacional,
1945):

September

13,

Senator Garcia de Alba,
presiding, initiated the period of interrogation
Lie. Manzanera del
Campo: Which will be most benefi9ial to Mexico, by
to
receive 2, 300, 000 acre~feet of wild;
unregulated ( bronca) water, 01'_in place thereof
1, 500, 000 acre- feet of
regulated ~ quantitativas) waters, at the times when
are
they
necessarYI such as during the Inonths of low
stages in the river? : Manza-ner~
del Campo responded
categorically that it was obvious that h~ would prefer, the

asking

controlled waters.

Before leaving this point of who needed the
treaty, Mexieo or the
United States, let us turn again to the
informative report of lng,
Orive Alba.
After referring to the construction of
Bou] der Dam and the AlI~
American canal Orive A] ba states (
p. 12): . , . .
We Mexican engineers, when wesaw that these
works were being executed,
understood that there approached the critical gigantic
tnomeht for Mexico iIi' which the
lands of the Mexicali Valley' ran the
danger of returning to their condition of one
of the most in.hospitable deserts in the
world through lack of' water, since our
country would have to depend o'n taking water, in the manner that it
might best
be able to do itl froIn the Colorado
River by using occasional
surpluses that
ow through said river.
might f!
In 1942 the An- Americ~ canal entered
into operation rthat is, it was no
longer
necessary to carry the water of the Colorado River
through, Mexican ~erritory in
order to irrigate American lands and
therefore it was not possible for' Mexico' to
take part of the 50' percent of the water in
the Alamo Canal to whichit had
the
right, and this. canal remained abandoned for -the exclusive ' service
of Mexii:o,
which already had in cultivation that
year more than 120, 000 hectares ( 300,000
acres) in Mexicali Valley.
The situation in 1942 showed us how
well founded were our fears be_
cause that
year, during ,several of the hottest weeks, there
came from the- gre'
at-Americ~n
dams constructed on the Colorado River
a sm.all volume which
only
dtd not permit of filling the requirements of
irrigation- in- Mexico. And with this_came .the

clamor of the public landholders, the small
owners, and colonists of our
Colorado
River irrigation district; who saw their crops lost for lack 'of ,water. But. there-is
even more, for at the end of
the summer, there came from
Boulder Da;m -Q ~ re~t .
flow of water which
overflowe!i in Mexico,
cultiva.ted-Iands apd
the crops of oth~r thousands of hectares. ,_inundating
ruIlling
'.,
That is, even when it is true that the total
volume of the surpluses which flow
th.rough th~.Colorado -River will still be
in many years, its ,curre~ t is
:
from now on so irregular that it can be very great
stated that, while during some week~ the

7".,-'
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Mexican lands of the Mexicali Valley can be
dying of thirst, in the following
they may be choked and submerged by the inundations provoked
by disfrom
the American dams. .
charges
Under these conditions the agriculture of the Mexicaliis
in
de~perate con~
Valley
dt'Uon.
In order to better it, I'Jn'thout the
N
treaty, it has been necessary for the Mexican
Government, in the years 1943 and 1944 and the
present year, to be constantly requestw::..
ing of the American Government that the discharges be now in1]reased,
that tomorrow
Ithey be diminished, that part of the water be furnished
through the All-American
w::.. Canal, etc. ,
This critical situation makes clear how
unfounded is the opinion of some of our
citizens who believe that Mexico should not be
preoccupied in the case of the Colorado
River and that the treaty was not
as it could
always take the abundant water
needed..
which ineviklbly flows in the Colorado River.
We ii.
1sist, that, effectively, in the
case of the Colorado River a;s in the
case of the lVlexican tributaries of the Rio
Grande, there will always be
which
will flow in the beds of said rivers
surpluses
but these surpluses cannot be used in
irrigation due to their eminently irregular
regimen in present years and much less in. future years. ' The
solution ' for
using them would be to regulate them by a storage dam and weonly
must remember
that at the beginning of this
exposition we said that in Mexico there' is not the
slightest possibility of storing the surplus water of the Colorado River,-a'
possibility
which exists for the surplus waters that flow in the
Rio Grande. .
For this and many other reasons we who know the .
problems of the Mexicali Valley
in its painful reality have
always been convinced that there was no other solution than
that which a treaty gives which
guarantees water from the Colorado River for the
weeks

rrigation of its lands. .
The treaty which is under consideration resolves this
problem tOrive Alba;
EI Universal, August 1, 1945; U. S. Senate
Doe. No. 98, 79th Cong., pp. 14, 15).
At another point 'this eminent Mexican
authority, having told of
Mexico' s " desperate condition" without a
treaty, painted the following
contrasting picture of her happy situation under the treaty ( E]
Universal, August 1, 1945; U. S. Senate Doc. No. 98, 79th
Cong.,
pp. 14, 15): . .

It is necessary to note that as Mexico did not 'have
any place to regulate the
waters of the' Colorado River in order to distribute them
day by day, during each
year, according to the needs of irrigation, it was
to arrange by means
of
the treaty / 01' the United States to deliver that water tonecessary
us regulated to our wishes within
certain limitations which do not
impose on us any sacrifice for any plan of cultivation
that is followed in' Mexicali
Valley. For this service of regulation of that water, ' our
country does not have to pay a single cent. Besides this, on account of the
topographical conditions -of the lands to be irrigated on both b~nks of the Colorado
River, it was necessary to arrange that the water of
the Colorado River be delivered to us when desired by Mexico,
compatible with the needs of the lands to
be

irrigated

at three

different points.
irrigate the, high lands which are found adjacent
to the Colorado River on its
right bank. <
2. At Sarr Luis, Sonora, in order to
irrigate the high lands which are found on
the left bank of the Colorado River.
3. At the Colorado River, in order tlui.t
by lUeans of.the constru,ction ' of an
international dam at the site where Mexico may desire it the rest of
the lands on
both banks of the river can be irrigated. Mexico even has the possibility, if it so desires, of'
obtaining construction by
Arizona, of a canal' which would carry waters of the Colorado
River from a diversion dam constructed on the section of the river
bounding the lands of Sonora.
These are the advantages obtained by the
treaty which cannot be relegated to a second
place, but which for our country have fundamental importance because ' it were not
If
them
we would not be able even to use the
for
annual volume that the treaty assigns to
Me:x: [
ico.
1. At Pilot Knob, in order to

Emphasis supplied.]

SUMMARY

SO much for the assumptions
upon which the treaty was based.
The two sets of hearings make it
very clear that one group of negotiators or the other was
totally mistaken:
First. As to the irrigab] e acreage in Mexico.
Second. As to the land and water
already put to use in Mexico,

i;r}~~ i;r~
f;
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Third. As to the amollnt of water Mexico
could put to use without
as to who needed
a

treaty; in short on the whole basic question
treaty, the United States or Mexico. '
a

1

III.

1
Let

turn

now to the second
class of differences disclosed
by tM,
Mexican hearings, namely, the
conflicting
interPretations placed by ,
the two sets of negotiators
upon the language they agreed upon in
the treaty itself.

j

us'

It is clear that there

severa]

i

CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS

was

no

points:

meeting

of the minds

it

all upon

First. As to the
quality of the water which the United States
guaranteed to deliver.
Second. As to the operation of the
extraordinary droughtc]ause,
Third. As to several'
important factors upon which the
treaty is
silent. Thus ( a) the circumstances
which would entitle Mexico to
1, 700, 000 acre- feet instead of
1, 500, 000" and ( b) as to
Mexico' s right
to discharge as much return
flow as she pleases into the
closed basin
of Salton Sea,
thereby drowning out American farm lands in
Imperial

Valley.

To take these up in order: '

1)

CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS

AS

TO QUALITY

DELIVERED TO MEXICO

OF

WATER TO BE

The American

interpretation.- Mr. Tipton, one 01 the American
negotiators, testified so categorically and
emphatically as to the
intent of the negotiators that ,.
it is difficult not to believe
he spoke
accurately. He testified (
2,

hearings, pt. p. 322): ,
Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Tipton, is
there any statement in the
treaty ,as to _the
quality of water that must be delivered by the United
States to Mexico?
Mr. TIPTON. We are
protected on the quality, sir. .
Senator DOWNEY. That is,
you woul4 mean _by that statement
that we could form the terms ' of our treaty with Mexico
by delivering to her' water that would per.
be ,usable? .
not
Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir,'
Senator DOWNEY. And you think that
some court in the
future would 'uphold that
kind of interpretation, that, we
could satisfy in whole or in
part our. obligation to
Mezico under this
1, 500,
treaty of

000
delivering
acref-eet
of water, even though 80me
of it were not usable for irrigation
purposes?
.
Mr. TIPTON. That is
my interpretation oj the
treaty, sir. During the nego# ations, that question was ,
argued strenuously.
during negot~ation8 indicate what the intent was. Memoranda passed ba.ck ~ nd forth
Language was placed in the
to cover that situation and to cover
only that situation. -( Emphasis supplied.) treaty.
Part 2, page 338:
or

all

Senator DOWNEY. Are_you
Commission?

one of the
consulting engineers of the Boundary
Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir; I am, sir.
Senator DOWNEY. I understand
you to say that in your
opinion there is no
guaranty to be implied from this treaty that the
water furnished to Mexico shall
he of such quality that it wili be
usable for irrigation?
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOWNEY. I .think
you also , stated that you based that
opinion, in
part, at least, on conversations and
exchanges- of data between the two Govern.
ments leading up to the
treaty?
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct, sir.
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Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to request at this
Chairman reqnest :the 'State
time that the
Department to make available to the oommittee the
of
all
exchange
documents or correspondence
tending to show
the Government of Mexico
admission by
that in the interpretation of this any.
I'\)
not rely upon the fact that
treaty she would
she was entitled to water of a
0::..usable.
quality that wOultJ be
The CHAIRMAN, I will consult with
the Department, I do not care
the proceedings- at this
to stop
moment to do so.
Senator DOWNEY, This is a
of rather grave
point
importance to us. Would the
chairman consider that it is a
reques,t?
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair proper
wi]!
consult with the State
not ca.re to be catechized
Department. He does
about what he is going to do. The
witness has gone
over the subject of the
several
times
treaty
already. Proceed.
Part 2, page 341:

Senator DOWNEY, Returning to the
question of any implied
treaty that water ,
guaranty iil the
sha]!
be of sufficient
quality to be, available fer irrigation, I
suppose that YOlJ formed your
opinion merely from the language of the
itself, without
treaty
regard to, those conversations and
exchanges between the two
Governments that you have
spoken of. Would you still be of the
opinion that
a court ,or an
international arbitration
was entitled to water
that was fit for irri-

from the la.
nguage of the tre.aty itself

tribunal would not hold that Mexico

gation purposes? . .
Mr. TIPTON. That is
my unqualified opinion, Senator,
because the language of
the treaty resulted from these
conversations that you'
and the
of the
mentionJ
treaty was just as plain as it was possible to make
language
it, ana in my
opinion the language of the
unqualified
is such that Mexico could not
treaty
ask
for more
water than
1, 500, 000

acre- feet for
purpose whatsoever.
Senator DOWNEY, You do not any
think that just
adding three simple words,
regardless of quality," would have made it
any plainer?
Mr. TIPTON. The
language of the treaty is perfectly pl,ain.
Senator DOWNEY. Now, Mr.
Tipton, you say that if the treaty had included
the expression, "
regardless of
that might perhaps have
Mexican Senate frotn ratifying quality,"
prevented the
the treaty?
Mr. TIPTON. The ones in the
Mexican Senate are not so conversant with
tion on the river as those who
the situanegotiated the treaty.
Those who ~ egotiated the
understood fully what
treaty
were
doing.
thel(
They
understand
fully what the condition
might be ultimately, while those in the Senate
not
be
might
conversant with that
Condition.
The language in the
treaty is plain and it means one thing, and one
only, and the ones who negotiated this
thing
treaty for Mexico understand it.
understand about what the
They also
quality might be
un<;ler ultiplate conditions. In other
words, there was no
tendency on the. part of the United States negotiators to
Out something that was bad
work
for Mexicoj and Mexico' s
negotiators, on the other.
hand, knew plainly what
were doing, and the
they
was
language
one purpose in mind,
agreed to with
and they understand it. [
Emphasis supplied.] _
Part 2, p. 342, 343 ( continued):
Senator DOWNEY. I understood
you this morning to say that there
had been
memoranda signed by both
Mr. TIPTON. I did not mean
Governments..
to convey.
that impression.
I meant that there
were-m.emoranda
passed from the American
to the Mexican
negotiators
indicating plainly what the intent of the negotiators
American negotiators. was; and there
Was not only one' there
were several.
As a result of that the
were accepted and there
American demands
was written into the
treaty the present language which is
supposed to cover ~he situation. Whether it does
or whether it does
of interpretation of
not is a
language and a question of legal interpretation of question
But, the language is there to
language.
express an
and
I know what the intent
intentt
Senator DOWNEY. eon the
was.
part of the Unitea States?
Mr. Tr,PToN. On the ut of
the Mexican negotIators.
p;
Senator DOWNEY. Is the intent
on the part of the
Mj3xican negotiators e;;
in writing? .
pressed
Mr. TIPTON. , I do not k
. now,
but I am} ust telling
sir..
that
as
you
one.ofthe
whether it was in writing or not, it was
negotiators,
understood. [

The Mexican

Emphasis supplied.]

interpretation.- But now let us listen to the Mexican
negotiators, reporting to their Senate on the
question of quality of
water:

J~;"':;1;';, il
i
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Orive Alba, chairman of the National
IJ?c/i"'
testIfied: . .

N.

i?r~..

IrrigllJ,ion Commission;

With respect to the possibility that the waters of the Colorado River
which
delivered to us' may be of poor quality, because
they contain dissolved salts,
we are able to. affirm, based on reasons of
and
teohnical
nature,
legal
that fortunately such a danger does not exist. In the official report to the Senate that the
National Irrigation Commission is
terminating, this theme will be considered
more fully, in order to do
away with any doubt that may be had in this respect,
It is not within the purpose and the time set for this report to do it as
fully as is
necessary, but we may point out at least the following reasons:
a) The
negotiations of the treaty on the part of the American delegation arid
later its approval by the American Senate were made
by taking as a fundamental
basis the official document called the Santa Fe
agreement, which with the. apProval
of the American Federal Government distributed, since 1922, the main
stream o.f
the Colorado. River among the, American States of the
upper and lower
ba ;ins,
and specified that the waters assigned to Mexico should be taken from' the
excess
are

j

which the average

virgin volume of the river ( 22,000, 000; 000. cubiQ me~ rs)
17, 835, 000 acre- feet) had over the volume distributed
among the American
States of the upper and lower basins ( 20, 000, 000,000 cubic meters) ( 16,
213j600
acre- feet).
Our
of 1, 850, 000, 000 cubIC meters ( 1, 500,000 acreas 1i!nment
reet)
is included, then, Within the 2, 000, 000, 000 cubic m~ters ( 1, 621, 000 acrefeet)
of the difference.
The virgin waters of the Colorado River are of
gO <l quality.
Besides this, even a superficial study o.f the treaty shows, from the introduotion
to the transitory articles with .which it terminates, t!1at
it is inspiredwitb. the
fact that " it is to the interests of both countries to take
advantage of these waters
in other uses and 'consumptions *. * *
in order to obtain its most ~ o:tnple.
te
and satisfactory utilization."
This is a paragraph transcribed from the pref~ce.
In article 27 of.the transitory articles It Is clearly stated that the use to
which
these waters are to be put .is that of irrigation.
Therefore, ~n this
9'8, in anti
other oj its kind, it is understood that the water must. be 'of
good quality. lUexico :hos
the right to ka've the water that i8 a8signed to it from tke Colorado Rivet'
proceed entir.elJl
the
volume
the
current,
but
know~ng .that ( his is physically irnpossible
from
virgin.
of
to obtain for any use of water downstream on any river fully utilized, as is the' Coloradc
our country had .no
If,ive1,
e same as _the other
objection' to receiving these waterq tl;American users of the lower portion of the Colorado River, as
long as they were of good

treatYJ,,

quality for irrigation. . [ Emphasis supplied.]
One of the critics of the treaty in Mexico, Lic.
Esguive] Obregon
president of the Academy of Jurisprudence and lJegls] ation, offered
seven reservations:
Reservation No. 5 read as follows: .

The UnIted States undertake that the waters delivered to Mexico from the
Colorado Riv~r shall satisfy, as to chemical composition, the
iIidispenaabl~-requirements for agricultural use, so that the lands whi~h receive them
them
may" use
'
Excelsior. 'August 9, 1945). .

Rep] yi~g

to this demand for

a

reservation, lng. Orive

Alba said:

That was ' covered in the treaty when it spoke of waters
for irrigation. No on6
would be able to sign a treaty to give or receiv~ waters
of bad quality because , both
would
parties
suffer damage therefrom ( Excelsior, August to, 1945). .

Lic. Ernesto Enriquez, the eminent international
lawyer, said,
with respect to this rese~
quality of water, that he wanted it
vatio!lon
noted that the treaty saId plam] y that they must be waters usefu] for
agriculture ( El Nacional, August 11, 1945).
The reservation was never voted upon,
2)

CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS AS TO THE OPERATION OF THE

EXTRAORDINARY DROUGlIT", CLAUSE

The Oolorado River drought clause.- The
testimony of the negotiators
here and in Mexico likewise demonstrated that.there was no real meeting of the niinds with respect to the" extraordinary drought" clause
on the Colorado.
This clause ( art. 10) reads: .

C"','-,'.,"

i
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N
CX)

In the event of'extraordinary drought or serious accident to the irrigation aya.
tem in the United States, thereby making it difficult for the United States to
deliver the guaranteed quantity of 1, 500,000 acre- feet ( 1, 850,234,000 cubic meters)
a year, the water allotted to Mexico under subparagraph ( a) . of this. article will
be reduced in the same proportion as consumptive- use~ ,in the United States are

reduced. .

clause in the
The Rio Grande
dro"Ught
194-4. treaty,- This differs from
the drought clause on the Rio Grande, which excuses the Mexicans
in tbe case of serious accident to their " hydraulic system" ( not their
irrigation system) making it difficult for them to " make available"
not deliver) annually the " runcoff of 350, 000 acre-feet" ( not " from
any and all sources"), which is the " minimum contribution" ( not the
guaranteed quantity") from the Mexican tributaries. In such event
any deficiencies existing at the end of a 5- year cycle" shall be made
up in the following 5- year cycle with water from the said measured
tributaries." .
The drought clause in the 1906 Rio Grande treaty.- The Colorado
River clause differsa] so from tbat in the Rio Grande Treaty of 1906.
The American Senate committee report on the 1944 treaty says
In the 1906 convention -the reduction of deliveries -to Mexico is based upon the
reduction of deliveries to lands in the United States
rat.her than upon a _reduction
of consumptive uses in the United States, as in the present treaty. This ohange
in the basio factor WlV! made at the instance pi the negotiators for the United
States" in order to take care of situations where waters are not " delivered" in the
sense, but where, nevertheless, consumptive uses
be curtailed
m'Qst
tech;nioal
during periods of drought. .

interpretation.- The American negotiators of the
treaty explaining this Colorado River drought clause, testified

The American
1944

pt.

1, p. 106):

up

negotiatqi: g at all in regard to setting
and speUing, that out as to what a drought is- how much water would have to
be on hand before it would be considered a drought?
Mr. CLAYTON. No, sir. Any actual 9-etermination will be made here in the
United States, because here is where_the records are kept and h~re is where the
water is.
However, I think in praotical effect it would work out this way; We
have a measuring stick-furnished by the Colorado River compact that obligates
the upper basin to deliver to the lower basin in 10~year progressive series 75, 000, 000
The drought, of course, would be_ felt first
acre- feet of wl\ter every 10 years.
in the upper basin.
That is where t,he rainfall and snowfall are primarily, and
the effects _would be felt there first. If that represented such a drought that
they had to curtail deliveries' to the lower basinl I would say that was a drought
within the meaning of the compact and that deliveries to Mexico would be dimin.
ished correspondingly.
The drought does not have to occur simultaneously in all
portions oj the basin. It is sufficient iJ it occurs in any portion and results in the
curtailment of usage. [ Emphasis supplied. J

Senator McFARLAND. Was there Any

Mr. Olayton, counsel for the International Boundary Commission,
and actual draftsman of much of the treaty, testified as follows ( pt. 1,
p. 108):
Senator MURDOCK. The question I have in mind is this: Suppose that the use
of water in the upper basin has to. be curtailed over a 10- year period in order to
deliver to the lower basin 75, 000, 000 acre- feet" so that there is an actual curtailment of the use in the upper basin- must there also be a ourtailment of use in
the upper basin to supply that part of the water that goes to Mexi~o?
Mr. CLAYTON. Of oourse, when you ~peak of any anq aU sources, as fn:t as the
obligation to Mexico is concerned, it is immaterial where the water eom,es from.
If you are speaking about a curtailment in the upper basin as a result of drought
conditions, as ordinarily it would be, then, of cauhe, there will be a curtailment
also of the deliveries to Mexico. .

1-\-'.
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Part 1,

page

109:

Senator MURDOCK. I am not afraid- of the
periods when there is,:_
a surplus.
The crucial thing in this treaty is the
years when there is a drought, When the~
is plenty of water, nobody cares; the
question becomes academic. . But when
there is not enough water, then the
question in my mind is who loses? Where
does it come from? How do we get the water down to
Mexico?
Mr. CLAYTON. There is no
obligation to deliver all of the allocation:-to Mexico'
when there is a curtailment of use anywhere in the United
States.
The Mexican
deliveries will be curtailed, too. [
Emphasis supplied.]

Mr.

Tipton, previously identified, testified ( pt.

3, p. 1084):
opinion, sir, my interpretation of ODe conditIon -,
the
ftextraordinary drought" provision of the treaty would be invoked wouldwhep.
be when
the upper basin would be
required to curtail' its uses in order to deliver itsMr. TIPTON. In my

75, 000, 000 acre- feet at Lees Ferry under the
I ,
Senat.or MURDOCK. Is that. your definition comract.
of extraordinary drought?~'
Mr. TIPTON. That would be
my personal definition of one condition' when the
provision would .be invoked.
Senator MURDOCK. I think it is
important to get that 'straight. Now, if 1.
have followed you, whenever the
upper basin has' to curtail :to any <iegree ~ts
beneficial, consumptive use in order to
supply the lower bMin with the 75, 000; 000
acre- feet over a
year period, that constitutes, in your opinion, an
lO..
extraordinary
drought under the treaty? . .
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct, sir. That
certainly would constitute an extra-

ordinary drought, in my opinion. .
Part 3, page 1985:

Senator WHITE. Was there any effort at the time the
treaty was negotiated
ne~otiators~ anystatement or
effort by them~ to determine what is
I

by the
mea.nt

by extraordinary drought"?
Mr. TIPTON. No, sir.
Senator WHITE. It was left wide open?
Mr. TIPTON. It was left open.
It was not discussed " t great
length, except
the point I bxought out, that the criterion of reduction in
use in the United States
should apply not only to the lower basin, as it does in
the upper Rio Grande
but that it
shouid apply throughout
Treaty,
Part 3, page 1088: . .

the basin. .

Mr. TIPTON; * * *
Senator Millikin asked two questions. His first
question was, as I understood it-and I hope the Senator will correct me: if I ,
am
wrong- if there was no curtailment in the
but
consumptive
there
was a
uses,.
depletion of reservoir capacitYJ whether or not we could invoke
this provision.
I said I did not think so.
His second qUestion was this- that if,
accompanying the commencement of
depletion of water in main stream storage, ther,e also was a curtailment of'useactual curtailment of
consumptive u,seby virtue of a lack of water in-the upper
basin above our main stream reservoirs, whether or
not under that condition
this pro'vision could be invoked. - 1 said that it' could
be so interpreted. .
Senator LA FOLLETTE. But you were not certain? .
Mr. TIPTON. 1 was not certain.
Senator LA' FOI,LETTE. One other
thing that I got from this series of questions
was the fact that in the
negotiation of this treaty, in which you participated, fl.B: I
understand it, there was not very much discussion of this
provision with, the
Mexican negotiators.
I came to t!te conclusion,
and if I am wrong, I wish
therefore-to be
that this particula?'
corrected......:..
language in the treaty-this, \drought~clau86
language- was arrived at without a full meeting of the minds of the negotiators
as to
what its a,ctual provisions involved.
Mr. TIPTON. I think, Senator, that that resulted
from this factSenator LA FOLLETTE. 18 that true'
Am I correct in that deduction'
Mr. TIPTON:' You are
substantially correct, sir.- "
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Then, I might just
say that it seems rather strange to
me- 1 have never
participated ~ the negotiation of a treaty- because, as;J see it,
of
statement
regardless
that you do not think it is
your
very important thi$ i~the
one clause in the
treaty which could result in any diminution of water delivered to
Mexico' under the guaranty and that,
therefore, if, despite your c()ll'cluaion t: hat we
will not face t~at situation, it should o~ cur, it would
be the one clause in the

treaty
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about which

more controversy" more
difficulty, and more friction b'etween the two
might arise than was contemplated ~ n the enforcement of the slidingM8cale
N
provision. I cannot quite understand, frankly, why there was not a
meeting oj
the minds of the negotiators, or at least an full..
who did
understanding between those
negotiate it on the_part of the respective countries"as to exactly how this 'drought clause
l'..,
would operate. [ Emphasis supplied.]
C
Part 3, page 1089:

nations

Senator LA FOLLETTE. . Is th ....
ra a full agreement and
meeting of the minds on
the part of the American negotiators of this
treaty as to exactly how this clause
will operate, because I have heard' you
interpolate, in many of your answers,
Hin my personal
or words to that general effect?
opinion,"
Mr. TIPTON. I will answer you, Senator, in this
way: "rhis' has not- been diacussed by the American negotiators in the detail it has been discussed here.
Senator LA FOLLETTE'. Do you mean that the
language was proposed and
agreed to without the American negotiators having an understanding of exactly
how it would operate, if and when it-was invoked?
Mr. TIPTON. Not in the detail it has been discussed /lere.
Senator LA FOLLETTE. I did not ask you about the detail, but was it discussed
sufficiently to the point where you knew exactly how this was going to be ihterpreted from the standpoint of the negotiators of the treaty for the United States?
Mr. TIPTON. I cannot speak- it was discussed;
yesl sir:. .
Senator LA FOLLETTE. Was there any difference of
opinion among the American
negotiators as to .how it would be interpreted and how it would be invoked and
how it would be operated- if it was invoked?
Mr. TIPTON. I hesitate to say that there was a consensus. of the
negotiators
that it would be invoked when curtailment in the upper basin was causedin order
that the upper basin might make its dcliverv at Lees
Ferry. That was discussed
as ODe criterion.
I would hesitate. to say, Senator, that there was a consensus of
the American negotiators on t.hat basis, and I would not
say there was not consensus.
That condition would be a most unfavorable interpretation to the United
States, and, in my opinion- my personal opinion.- that would be a measure which
could not be controverted. ' ,
Senator LA FOLLE~ E. I understand that that would be one, criterion, one.
way
to measure it: but I must say that it does strike me as rather
strange that this provision
got ?:nto the treaty without a full understanding on the part of the United States negotiators a8 to exactly ' what it meant, how it would operate and when it wov,ld be invoked;
and, secondly, that that
understanding on the part oJ the United States ne(lotiaors
was
not conveyed
tully understood by, and thr' 8hed out with th08e negotiahng the treaty
to.,
on the pa?t OJ M e.
xico.,

Part 4, pages 1228- 1229:
Senator WILEY. As I iiatened to yaur interpretation the ather
day, I got the
impression, that yau have partially confirmed naw, that " extraordinary drought"
meant something different from what the
average man would think it meant.
But I call your attention to article X. It says:
Hln the event of extraordinary drought or serious .accident to the
irrigation
Bystem in the United States"- that. is the way it is used-" thereby making it
difficult for the United States to deliver
guarltnteed quantit.y of 1, 500, 000
th...
acre- feet a year, the water .allotted to Mexico under
subparagraph ( It) of t/lis
a.rticle will be reduced in the same
proportion as consumptive uses in the United
States are reduced." .
Then. there must be not . only, firat, the
drought . or serious
accident, but there mUBt alBO lie Bometbing toextraordinary
make it difficnlt for the United
States to deliver?
Mr. TIP'roN. That iB correct.
Senator WILEY. With those two factors, we then begin to reduce the amount to
Mexico?
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct, eir. In otber words, tbe
interpretation of the
word " diffioult" is in the hanas of the United States Commissioner. He -can
determine that it Is difficult if the u{'
stream reservoirs are threatened with derun-off
in tlle upper basin. It is within his discretion to
pletion by reduction in
make the determination of what constitutes
extraordinary ' drought and as to
what constitutes diffioulty in making deliveries. '
Senator WILEY. Yes; but it is not enough to have simply an
extra.ordinary
drought; there must be also difficulty for our Government to deliver the quantity
of 1, 500 before we can start to reduce?

j
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Mr. TIPTON. That is correct.
Senator WILEY In other words, your theory is that these reservoirs, even it
there is an extraordinary drought up north, are
J~ and that they " re full for
the purpose of taking care of the first allotment to f'llVlexico?
.
Mr. TIPTON. That is right, to enable the United States to increase her use~ as
against ,Mexico' s present' uses. The capacity required 'for such purpose however

N.

j:;::

t\

j,

will be minor. .

Senator HAWKES. Mr. Chairman,' may I ask a question just for
my information?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely. '_
Senator HAWKES. Is there anything in the treaty that says what
you havejust said, and that-is, that Our Commissioner can decide whether it is difficult? I
have understood that there is not. I have understood that the Commissioners
have to agree

on

it.

Mr. TIPTON. No; I do not thin~, an extraordinary drought, sir.
Senator HAWKES. Can you refer to the thing that say's that our Commissioner

decide it alone?
Mr. TIPTON.- I think the lack of saying anything would indicate that it is at
the discretion of our Commissioner.
As a matter of fact it is assumed at the
present time tbatthe actual determination would be made. by the United States
can

Bureau of Reclamation.

So much for the proceedings in this country. Now let us listen to
the report on the extraordinary drought clause given by the Mexican
negotiators to their Senate. _ The
n
interpretation,- Ing. Orive Alba exp] ainedthe diil'erMexic{#
ence between the drought clauses on the Rio Grande and Colorado as
follows IE] Universal, August 1, 1945; S. Doc. No. 9S, p. 10): rhe difference is t.he following: In the case of the Rio Grande, Mexico does'

not agree to deliver the guaranteed volume in all and each

one of the yearSthe other hand, -happens in the case of the Colorado Riverbut Mexico
has the choice, according to the treaty; of giving the volume
guaranteed in lesser
or greater annual volumes, if the annual
volume
is
guaranteed
completed in cycles
of 5 years.
This, ,which is beneficial for Mexico, because it
gives Mexico' great
in
its
elastioity
covering
obligations and which does not exist for the United
States, in- the case of the' Colorado River, is compensated by the fact, of.
having
to pay the deficiencies in the following cycle of 5 years.
On the other band, in
the case of the Colorado River, in which the Uniteq. States,. as we
will see, is
obligated to furnish US with exactly the volu_
me guaranteed and '
eveq with the
monthly distribution which our irrigation deinand requires, there wo'uld be no
object in having- the deficiencies caused by extraordinary droughts compensated
by paying us the water. in the following years, since we would not have any
place to store the excess volume .of water from the abundant years to collipensate
for the dry ones, while, on t4e other hand, in the case of the Rio Grande
the
international s_
torage dams are there.
8S,

on

Answering objections
Page 17:

to the

treaty, lng. Orive Alba had this

to say:

4. That in a year of drought the treaty permits the -volume
guaranteed. to
Mexico to be reduced and that the, treaty only
promises -to reduce American
volumes in ~
equal proportion, which would be very difficult to
out: 'n
caJ;Ty
practice. A reading of the final paragraph of transitory article 10 show. that the
is
objection completely unjust since the case is entirely the_ce:ntrary. The amount
guaranteed to Mexico can only 'be reduced in cases oj extreme drought and only if that
extraordinary drought should bring about the . reduction of all con_
sumptions in the
United States.

as

Lie, Ernesto Enriquez, the expert on international law,
saying ( Excelsior, August 8, 1945):

was

1
j

reported

Only in cases oj generalized drought would the clause enter into effect in the, case
of the Colorado River. With respect to the Rio Grande, we do not commit our, etve, to
let paS$ water in determined periods.
For this reason; the two drought clauses are
distin.ct, and if either oftheni resultsfavorably, it is ours. [
Emphasis supplied.]
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The unsettled
invoke the

we

N
N
1''';

qUe8tion.- The question, in short, remains open: Can
drought clause if the reservoirs on' the Gila River

dry but those on the Colorado are full and vice verSll?
in deliV'erinvoke the clause if the upper basin
of 75, 000, 009 acre- feet, ' while
ct
teed
ing the
comp!,
quantity
guaraJ?
the lower basm reserVOIrs are ful]? If the run-off IS 50 percent but
the consumptiV'e uses in .this country are maintained by drafts on
storage which American irrigation has paid for, can deliveries tu
Mexico be reduced? The Mexican negotiators seemed to have little
doubt on this. Lic. Enriquez stated ( E] Nacional, August 8, 1945):
system

Can

are

findsdiificulty

we

Moreover, in these

cases

of

drought

there will be- offered to

us

daily

waters of

the Colorado River by virtue of which 1vlexico has no need for storage works.
The great dams, such as Boulder and Davis, will serve to regulate the delivery
of the waters in the periods of low flow of the river.
8,

I

i'

i'

FACTORS UPON WHICH THE TREATY IS SILENT

There are two other blank spots in the treaty, upon which the
legislative history throws very little light:
a) The existence oj a surplus.- The standard by which existence of
a surplus is to be' determined, entitling Mexico to receive 1, 700, 000
acre- feet instead of 1, 500, 000, was left completely open by the treaty.
If the reservoirs are full but the run-off is below norma], what duty
rests upon the American Commissioner?
It seems reasonably clear
that this is a matter which the treaty leaves to American determination, and the direction to the American Commissioner in this respect
ought to be spelled out by Congress before it authorizes any comprehensive plan of development of the Colorado River Basin.
b) Discharge of return flow into Salton Sea.- The .treaty is, comp] etely blank as to the quantity of return flow which the Mexican
water users may dump into the closed basin of the Salton Sea, thereby
drowning out lands of the Imperia] and Coachella Valleys. This was
frankly admitted by Mr. Tipton to have been overlooked, The
American negotiators apparently regarded the matter as of little im- ,
portance because only 45, 000 or 50, 000 acre- feet annually have been
flowin~ from Mexican lands into the Salton Sea. But this is because
diverSIOns through the A] amo Canal have not exceeded 1, 200, 000 acreeet annually and, more importa,nt, because under American management losses were held to very low levels:
The treaty specifically
allows Mexico to divert without limit not only 1, 500, 000 acre- feet per
y~ar, ~ ut " any other quanti! ies ~ rriviJ?
g at .the Mexican points of
"
dIversIOn" ( art. 10), and provIdes m article 17 tha,t-The use of the channelS of th~ international rivers for the discharge. of ;flood or
other exoess waters shall be free and not subject to limitation by either country,
and neither country' shall have any claim against the other' in respect of any
caused by such use.

damage::::
Are New River and Alamo River, through which Mexican return
flow drains into the Salton Sea Basin; " international rivers"?
As to the quantity involved, it will be remembered that the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations accepted the State Department' s view'
report, p. 4) that return flow from some 3, 000,000 acre- feet applied
in Arizona would yield over 900, 000 acre- feet per year, If a like ratio
should apply to the 2, 000, 000 acre- feet which Mexico expects to divert

l"~
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and pump, the' retUrn flow into the Salton Sea
could very

quickly;

The Mexican proceedingS,
this question in any manner. .

agitate'

become catastrophic. ."

eN

i:< i,'.

e."',//<:'

quite understandably, <lid

not

IV. CONCtuSION
From all the
drawn:

foregoing, perhaps

1. THE

WEIGHT

OF

the

THE

following conclusions

TREATY' S

can

be

BURDEN

The failure of the treaty to evidence a
meeting of the minds either,
upon factual assumptions or upon the language of the document,;
coupled with its silence upon factors of vital importance, make it:
impossible to assigu any definite weight to the burden it imposes upon :
the waters of the Colorado River
system either as to priority, quantity, quality, or the geographical distribution of the burden, :
2.

RELATION TO THE "

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN"

ON THE COLORADO

The comprehensive development of the Colorado River
requires a ;
exact definition of the Mexican burden. and a
clearer blueprint "
of the administration of the
treatyasa domestic statute. Until such.
definitions are effected, and until the
geographical distribution of the
burden is determined by interstate
agreement or litigation, the only
safe assumptions are the most adverse
assumptions.
The effect of the treaty on
the water budget is illusunbalancing
trated in sharp focus by the
analysis of the main- stream water budget
of the lower basin, prepared
by Mr. Raymond Matthew:
more

Water

budget, Lower Colorado River Bal3in,
QuantitieS in million

acre.! eet,

to Dcarest

Total available water supply from main
Less reservoir losses_____________

main stream

only

hundred thousand]

9. 2
9

stream__~________~____~_,_~____..

h_~
h_______________
h~__,
h_____

.

Net supply - - -------.---------________________________________

8. 3
Demand, on s_~:
pply: ,
Nevada, Utahl, New_Mexico------_-0. 4
Arizona ( claimed by State):__________________________________
2. 8
California ( by contracts)_____________________________________
5. 4
Mexico ( by treaty) - ---------________________________________
uh.:.._

h-_
h__

h..,___

u_
h

1. 5

10. 1

Deficm"____"______.___._~___________________________________
Total available

supply__~____
Deducting Nevadal Utab, New Mexico,

1. S

h_____________"______.-----

8. 3

h_________

and Mexico demands_

1. 9

h___..__~__

Remainder for Arizona and Ca1ifornia______:__~~_____________-~__
6. 4
If California contracts satisfied, Arizona would
have____________________
If Arizona gets 2. 8, California would have_________________"___________ I.O'
3. 6
O~
Less than
histoil' c- use befor~ Boulder Dam was built.
Less than III (a) limitation:

No sound planning can be done for
budget is balanced again in some way,

l'

..

I

I:
1

new

projects until the

water
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LEGISLATION RECOMMENDED

A number of

questions left unsettled by the treaty can be resolved
by domestic legislation. Indeed, the treaty' s silence
on some of these
points was defended upon that
ground, and the

N
M:>
o
tv

Mexican resolu-

verv;
tion of ratification,
supra, the MexICan Senate-

refrains.from conSidering! because it is not
competent to pass judgment upon them,
the
provisions which re ate exclusively to the internal application
of the treaty
withm the United States of America
and by its own authorltiesetc.
It seems
that

imperative
these blanks be closed
by domestic
law before the circumstances,
interpretations, and explanations responsible for the ratification of the
treaty by the American Senate fade
too far into
thepast. Among the objectives of such
legislation appear '
the following: ,

a) Construction of
Sentinel Dam, to control the floods of .
the Gila,
before the Mexican diversion dam is
permitted to obstruct the main
str.earn of the Colorado.
The Gila, not the Colorado,
furnished the
flood which broke into
Imperial
Valley in, 1905- 06, and the building
of the Mexican diversion dam
recreates the danger of a similar diSaster.
b) Definition of the
spheres of jurisdiction of the Secretary of the
Interior and the Secretary of State, now
covered
a
interdepartmental memorandum. The majorityonly by intransitory
this rerepOrt,
spect, assumes that works used
for treaty purposes will
only
partly
be under

I

the-- .

control.of thOSe Federal
agencies which now
Jaw with such jurisdiotion and
control.

or

hereafter may be vested by domestio

c) Protective works and
control oj waste water.- The
Secretary of the
Interior must be authorized to do what
reservation ( k) contemplates,
namely, assure the Salton Sea Basin from
flooding by Mexican waste
water.
The one sure control is
through the seasonal timing of t)1e
releases from the storage dams under
the
s control. "
Cd) Standard, for the de.termination of "Secretary' or
" excess"
surplus"
entitling Mexico to 1, 700, 000 acre- feet under article 10 ( b) of the
treaty.
at
least
on this side of the border,
Everyone,
agrees that this is a matter
for American determination, but
by whom and how? .'
It should be borne in mind, and the
point cannot be overemphasized,
that the guaranty of 1, 500, 000 acrefeet means a real
obligation of
1, 700, 000 acre- feet,
plus reservoir losses, before giving any consideration at all to the '
lsurplus" clause. This is for the, reason that the
United States gets no credit for water
delivered in excess of the schedule fixed by Mexico, but is
with all deficiencies. For instance
charged
if a heavy wind retards arrival of
the ordered water at the border
on
Monday by 500 second- feet ( wbich is quite normal), and this
water
comes down on .
Tuesday; over and above the amount scheduled, the
United States gets no credit for
Tuesday' s excess but is
Monday' s shortage. As 8, minimum, 200, 000 acre- feet charged with
annually will
be thus thrown out of
any accounting. Mexico, in normal
years, will
et not less than 1,
acre- feet and be
70QlOOO
charged with 1, 500, 000;
ill surplus
she
wiil
years,
get not less than 1, 900, 000 acre- feet, and .be
with

charged
e)

1, 700, 000.' , . .

Use oj the AU-American

treaty ( art.

15- D)

assumes

0-,'.",<

i-.

Ganaljor supplying

that when there isa

such

surplus.- The
surplus, additional
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waters will be

supplied through the AIl-Americltll. Canal only " if ~uch
of the canal and facilities will not be detrimental to the United
States."
A domestic statute ought to vest
authority in the Secretary.
ofthe Interior to make that determination, and
stipulate what sort of.
interference with the rights of the American users of the canal, for
whom it was built and who in any event will continue to be
dependent
on it for their existence, constitutes a " detriment."
if) Determination of extraordinary drought.- The majority report
on the
treaty assumed that- , "
use

The exister,lCe of
factual

a. drought and the
consequent curtan~ ent of
are purely
usef!!
easily determinable from the data a.ccumulated by the interior

maters-r' .,.

agencies of the united States, .

If.this is so, Congress should designate the Interior
Department as
the, " interior agency," and give it standards to follow in
making its
determinations. The conflicting testimony in Mexico and the United
States makes it clear tbat no one knows now what standards are to be
applied by these " interior agencies." ,
g) Q:
uality
Qf water.- The American negotiators have made it so
clear that the Secretary of the Interior is not
required by the treaty
to release water from storage in the dams he controls in order to improve the quality of the flow reaching Mexico, that Congress should
so provide, while this
testimony is fresh in mind, and before some
future Secretary, in the absence of
conlVessional direction, adopts the
equally clear and diametrically OppOSIte interpretation reported py
the. Mexican negotiators. '
h) Provision jar the acquisition oj
property.- The treaty leaves to
each natio.nunder its own laws, the, problem of
acquisitiQn of the
property to be taken fur treaty purposes. The majority report said: .
Properly In the United States, oJ course, must be acquired either by voluntary'
agreement with the owners or through condemnation proceedings. In such '
ceedings, the courts will.pass upon the necessity of the_acquisition and' the amountpro..
of the compensation which Should justly be paid the owner (
p. 9). '
Reservation ( b) to the treaty subjects the " powers and functiQns"
of officers of the United States to " statutory and constitutional, controls and processes."
The Mexican resolution of ratification
aims
dis()!
The~e statutory controls should be
any. interest in reservation ( b).
spelled out. " '
One of the blank spots in the treaty is the failure to say
at
aJ;J;
all about. the investment of several million dollars madefthing
ill levees
and canals in Mexico by American farmers who will.continue to bear
a bonded debt
a mortgage on American land, incurred to ;
finance
t,
hese WO,rks.' t,
he U,nited St,ates, under the treaty, is to
acquir,e the
headworks
: of this canal systerri, which are in the United States" ,
and
it shoulq properly
the American farmers for t'\
compep.sate
1e Whole
canal. and lev:ee system thus severed. . This does riot involve any
Mexico and { he United S~ates.. . .
relatipnsornegotiation~ .
There are other PrOVISIons which should properly appear ill
legJ.Slation to implement the tre~ty. ,', ' '
No domestic legislation c/tncure
the ambiguities in the Oolorado
River Treaty with Mexico, considered as a contract; but domestic
legislation consistent with the official American. interpretation of ,the
treaty. oon and should clarify the application of the docUIlllilnt asa
domestic statute and fix the direction and course for the American

between.-

j

i
i
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administrators of American works affected by the treaty (primarily
the Secretary of the Interior). In short, domestic legislation can and
should supply the omissions and resolve the ambiguities of the
treaty
r~
specting purely domestic matters. Until such legislation is enacted;
the treaty fails of its proclaimed purpose of
clearing the way for the
comprehensive development of the Colorado River, because no one
estimate either the true

weight of this first mortgage on the water
any and all sources," nor the distribution
of that, burden among the American projects dependent
upon water
can

supply, guaranteed " from
from these

same sources.

o
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